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Innovative Approaches to Transnational Education



Internationlisation Learning Cohorts are:

• Networking: Collaborating with UK and international sector experts. Developing potential 
partnership links and learning about internationalisation in multiple contexts

• Capacity building: Learning about key frameworks, themes and trends within TNE and 
internationalisation

• Discussion: Breakout rooms and homework tasks

• Preparation: Support in developing plans for post-cohort sector engagement
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4 x 2hr facilitated 
sessions

Tailor-made content
12-16 participants 

per cohort
Weekly/fortnightly 

sessions
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Innovative Approaches to TNE

As a result of Covid-19, universities around the world have shifted to online delivery. Moving forward, what have we 

learned from this extraordinary set of circumstances? How can we harness digital learning to develop a more 

nuanced delivery mode for the advantage of students, academics, and universities? Innovative Approaches to 

Transnational Education aims to answer these questions, and in doing so, provide a foundation for TNE practitioners 

to further explore and benefit from the migration to online learning.

Participants in this cohort will explore:

•Innovative TNE: Understand key opportunities & challenges in the digital space

• Innovative Solutions: Explore frameworks & case studies to develop understanding

• Application: Relate examples to local context / design strategy for engagement and sustainability

• Takeaway: A digital readiness assessment for institutions and a draft proposal for strategic engagement
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UK HEIs

Throughout the cohort, we will hear from the UK sector regarding institutional operations and 
experiences in Transnational Education:

• Live and recorded case studies to introduce participants to various innovative models, provide 
a contextual understanding of key approaches and frameworks and allow for critical reflections 
and analysis

• Final session Meet and Greet to allow participants to network directly with the UK sector and 
discuss areas of interest and concern

• Post-cohort partner matching session (date tbc) where participants interested in partnerships 
have the option to further develop links with the UK sector
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Upon completion of the course, participants will have an increased understanding of the various 
opportunities for innovation within TNE, in addition to having developed a takeaway action plan to 
take the conversation forward with internal and external colleagues.

• Session 1 – Develop a core understanding of innovative TNE activity: frameworks, 
opportunities and challenges

• Session 2 – Relate examples and designs to local context: Develop strategies for engagement 
and sustainability within TNE innovation landscape

• Session 3 – Identify key issues of QA and access. Review internal capacity and institutional 
readiness

• Session 4 – Development and presentation of digital readiness plan. Identification of 
collaboration partners
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